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Abstract: The way of complex processing of a firm radioactive waste (FRW) by a fusion method in the electric
furnace of a direct current is presented. The given method will allow: to provide the guaranteed fixing
radionuclides in a stable matrix and its further safe storage; to make partial deactivation FRW; to receive the
minimum quantity secondary FRW; considerably to lower temperature of a used fire-resistant material and by
that to raise its resource; to reduce volume of leaving gases and to create softer working conditions of system
of gas purification; as much as possible to reduce volume fireproof FRW.
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INTRODUCTION It is necessary to make reliable fixing for safety of

Now on atomic power stations (APS) of the Russian much as possible to reduce volume and placing of
Federation while in service and manufactures of repair materials of processing in rational packing. Certainly,
work a significant amount of a firm radioactive waste safety conditions should be provided at processing and
(FRW) which structure includes the equipment which has storage.
fulfilled a warranty period, materials, elements of designs, The most widespread methods of processing FRW
overalls, a building waste, a waste heat insulation fibrous are: burning, cementation, low or high pressing, plasma
materials has collected, etc. processing and fusion in electric furnaces [1,2].

With a conclusion of power units of nuclear stations Burning in furnaces probably only a combustible firm
from operation the quantity of a radioactive waste will and liquid radioactive waste. The factor of reduction of
increase repeatedly. Their storage is connected with volume as a result of processing of a firm waste reaches
considerable expenses and leads to certain risk of 70 - 95, liquid order 750. At this method of processing
influence on environment and the person in case of an there is no fixing radionuclides, additional technologies
emergency. on grouting the cindery rest are required. Use of organic

The Basic Part: A metal radioactive waste, such as a of leaving gases connected with it, especially dioxides
steel, aluminum and others, can be deactivated. Their and furans, attracts increased requirements to gas
great bulk after fusion and control can be again used. purification system.

In a porous waste, such as concrete, a tree and Pressing is made on installations low and a high
others,  radionuclides  get  on  considerable  depth  200- pressure in the standardised butts in volume 100-200 dm .
300  mm.  In  fibrous  heat  insulation  waste  radionuclides The factor of reduction of volume as a result of pressing
are  distributed  on  all  volume  and  non-uniformly. at low pressure makes 2 - 5, at a high pressure usually
Special danger represents fine-grained dust FRW with does not exceed 10 and depends on kind FRW: at a metal
which the guaranteed storage is difficult to localize and waste (8 - 10), at rubber-technical products and polymeric
provide. materials (2 - 3).

long storage FRW radionuclides in a stable matrix, thus as

fuel and the formation of additional considerable volume
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At pressing there is crushing FRW and fixing Fusion  in  plasma  installation  leads  to  the  big
radionuclides is not provided and in case of packing thermal  loadings  of  surfaces  of  melting  installation.
destruction the probability of distribution radionuclides The plasma temperature reaches 3000-5000°C. High
increases. Presence of organic inclusions and a moisture thermal intensity of walls of the melting furnace and
in FRW at long storage leads to their decomposition and presence  of  formed  aggressive  gases  attracts  low
formation of aggressive gas connections. Considerable firmness of installation. Formation of great volume of
residual pressure and corrosion at long influence do not harmful gases demands complication of system of gas
provide the guaranteed firmness of packing as a whole for purification.
all period of storage FRW. Especially at “super” pressing Fusion of a metal radioactive waste (MRW) with use
when there is a deformation of a material and the sheeting of the induction furnace in quality melter and all complex
of an internal surface of a butt is broken. of preparation and control is successfully mastered on

At cementation for the purpose of reception of a Joint-Stock Company “EKOMET-WITH” [3].
strong cement stone the quantity entered FRW should The most rational and perspective, in our opinion, is
not exceed 20 %. The non-uniform chemical compound the way of complex processing of a firm radioactive waste
and presence of organic inclusions in concrete a fusion method in the electric furnace of a direct current
does not provide the guaranteed period of its storage. [4]. It consists that fusion FRW occurs at the expense of

At pressing and cementation at the expense of input heat allocated at course of an electric current in melt
of additional “pure” materials the total of a waste between standpipe by a coal electrode 3 and ground melt
increases repeatedly. The metal butt has the limited term of metal 7 (Fig. 1). Under the influence of high temperature
of the guaranteed storage defined in 50 years. For 1500-2000°C all organic connections making FRW, pass in
radionuclides cesium Cs and cobalt Co, the basic a gaseous state and leave on gas purification system,137 60

components of activity FRW, the period of storage inorganic-melt. In the course of fusion the modular and
should make not less than 350 years. Thus, at this way the morphological structure of products of processing
problem of their burial place is transferred on the future. changes.

Fig. 1: Circuit diagramme of a way of complex processing FRW a fusion method in the direct current electric furnace
1-the furnace case, 2-loading knot, 3-a coal electrode, 4-system of removal of gases, 5-a direct current source,
6-melt FRW, 7-melt a metal waste “bog”
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Fig. 2 Block processed FRW

For maintenance of fusion of a nonmetallic waste in
the electric furnace preliminary on furnaces the liquid
bath-“bog”, by fusion of a  metal  waste  is  formed. In
process of its formation loading of a waste is made. Before
formation of necessary volume of melt transfer of heat of
an electric arch to a waste is carried out by liquid metal-
“bog”. Then heat is allocated at the expense of
electrothermal resistance melt-“Joule” warmly. Loading of
the next portion FRW in the furnace is carried out in
process of fusion of a waste in the furnace. Plums melt it
is made in the form or packing. “Bog” is replaced in
process of achievement of certain level of activity. It
consists of connections of iron and introduced of melt
FRW nuclides cobalt Co and other heavy metals and60

alloys.
For the purpose of formation minimization dioxides

and furans process proceeds at the limited receipt of air in
a zone of fusion and sharp cooling of leaving gases on an
exit from the furnace of fusion to temperature more low
50°C.

Features of work of the electric furnace of a direct
current and physical and chemical properties of the cores
nuclides provide carrying out of partial deactivation of a
material of processing.

Radioactive cobalt Co under the influence of electric60

field move to “the bog” having negative potential. Electric
field operates not only on microparticles-electrons,
protons, ions, but also on macroparticles-particles of a
dust, a smoke and etc., having a charge and on
electroneutral particles with the general zero charge,
possessing electric polarity or capable to get polarity in
electric field. After plum and “bog” cooling heavy
nuclides cobalt Co form stable structure of an alloy of60

iron and cobalt.
The offered technology of partial extraction of cobalt

Co and other heavy metals is  similar  to  technology  of60

extraction of metal inclusions from metallurgical slags and
sludges. It is widely applied in black and nonferrous
metallurgy in impoverishing or slag furnaces.

The cesium isotope Cs,-temperature of boiling 137

669,2°C, is a product of nuclear disintegration. Concerns-

to very active nuclides. In the course of fusion FRW in a
boundary zone of firm materials and melt at high
temperature complex connections of cesium Cs leave137

departing gases and fine-grained dust and are caught in
two line multistage system of gas purification. At repeated
remelting complex connections of cesium are fixed by a
firm component of the carried away components in
vitreous weight.

Harmful gas connections formed in the course of
fusion are adsorbed on water gas ejector.

Radionuclides cobalt Co and cesium Cs make60 137

more than 85 % of activity in FRW. Their partial removal
from the melt will allow to lower activity of a product of
processing and as a result to retrain great bulk FRW in
very low radioactive waste (VLRW) [5].

After plum of the melt in packing or the form and its
coolings it turns out glassy monolithic composite (Fig. 2),
close on structure to basalts with high mechanical
durability and chemical firmness. Fixing radionuclides in
a similar matrix guarantees their non-distribution for all
period of storage to necessary level of radioactive
disintegration and corresponds to the most rigid criteria
of an acceptability.

Formed on an offered way of complex processing
FRW a method of fusion composites are subject to
certification. Further VLRW can be buried or again used
as a specific building material on atomic power station
range. FRW should be placed in transient containers and
are transferred to regional point of a burial place of a
radioactive waste.

For the purpose of an exception of emissions in
working atmosphere of shop of a dust and departing
gases in the furnace in the course of fusion FRW negative
pressure is supported. Technological process proceeds
under constant temperature and radiating control.

The spent experimental works have confirmed
processing possibility on fusion installation silt
adjournment, the cindery rest of the furnace of burning
and firm rests of liquid radioactive waste.

The technology does not demand additional sorting
that considerably reduces admissible doses of an
irradiation of attendants while in service installations.

The Conclusion: The way of complex processing FRW in
the electric furnace of a direct current as a result of
processing provides with a fusion method:
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The maximum reduction of volume processed FRW; Their study showed that they consist of fused glassy
The guaranteed fixing radionuclides in a stable matrix composite soil. In them and after 15000 years from the
for all period of storage or a burial place; moment of formation gas components have remained
Depreciation of the further storage or burial place of even.
an end-product of processing FRW;
Partial deactivation FRW on an offered way, the CONCLUSIONS
maximum formation VLRW and their burial place on
APS range; The technology of processing FRW a fusion method
Giving of the rational form to products of processing in electric furnaces corresponds to the cores “to Base
for a burial place VLRW on APS range; principles of system of the reference with a radioactive
Essential increase of ecological safety at the expense waste” and first of all to a principle: “Prevention of
of high mechanical durability and chemical firmness unreasonable burden on the future generations”. This
of the glassy matrix; principle is connected by that the generation which has
Secondary target use of materials of processing; derived certain benefit of practical use of atomic energy or
Considerable reduction of formation dioxides and radioactive isotopes should bear responsibility for
furans in emissions; processing and isolation of a waste formed thus, without
Safety increase at storage and burial place FRW; shifting this problem on shoulders of the future
Considerable decrease in temperature of processing generations.
and by that increase of a resource of a used fire-
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